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A Call for Change
As capital – intensive industries worldwide examine their project portfolios, new priorities are being
placed on risk management. Recent surveys by the McKinsey Global Institute1 and CFO Research
Services2 indicate three imperatives for CFOs today: strengthen risk management, improve
forecasting capabilities, and optimize cash-flow. COSO (The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations
of the Treadway Commission), agrees, stating in a recent report3: In the aftermath of the financial
crisis, executives and their boards realize that ad-hoc risk management is no longer tolerable and
that current practices may be inadequate.
These priorities are directly applicable to the investment decisions and management of capital
projects as illustrated by Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: In addition to improving the predictability of project outcomes, a new approach to risk
management can provide the basis for improved forecasting, reduced cost and optimization of cashflow.
What does this new, stronger approach to risk management look like? We might describe the
conventional approach as Risk Management version 1.0, what is needed is an upgrade to Risk
Management (RM) 2.04.

Needed: Risk Management 2.0
A consensus is emerging around the essential requirements of “Risk Management (RM) 2.0”. If
project predictability is to be improved, RM 2.0 must reverse current practices by:
Taking a holistic, multi-dimensional view of risk, looking across the organization’s business,
operational, and financial functions as well as a wide view of threats, trends, and risk drivers
from external sources4
Replacing historical data-driven statistical analysis with an increased focus on unknown risks,
applying stress testing and scenario analysis where the most severe risks reside yet data is
scarce5
Moving from an emphasis on managing unrewarded, compliance-driven risks to a focus on
rewarded risks, like investments in capital projects, which add value6
Developing explicit links between business performance and risk management 7
To meet these requirements, RM 2.0 must focus on improving predictability by turning “unknown –
unknowns” into “knowable – unknowns” (see Figure 2 below).
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Figure 2: The well-documented tendency of large capital projects to experience significant cost
overruns and schedule delays can be attributed to the limitations of conventional risk management.

Capital Project Due Diligence provides the basis for implementing Risk Management
2.0
Given the criticality and risks associated with CapEx decisions, there is a surprising inconsistency
between the due diligence required for capital project investment decisions and that routinely
provided when considering mergers & acquisitions (M&A). While few executives would make an
M&A decision without independent, expert due diligence, most organizations have relied on internal
work processes and reviews for capital project investment decisions even when the magnitude of such
investments is similar to that of M&A.
Capital Project Due Diligence corrects this inconsistency.
To meet the requirements of RM 2.0, Capital Project Due Diligence addresses the 5 Forces of Project
Predictability, identifying known – unknowns as illustrated by Figure 3 below.
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The 5 Forces of
Project Predictability

Commercial Risks
A stress-test and
assessment of the risks
associated with agreements,
counterparties & underlying
assumptions.

Execution Risks

Bankability

Financial Risks

An assessment of the
project’s risk exposure
considering organization
and contractor capabilities,
location, economic and
market driven risks.

An assessment of the overall
predictability of capital cost
and future cash-flows
reflecting all sources of risk.

A review of the
requirements of lenders
and investors and the
potential issues associated
with meeting them.

Technical Risks
An assessment of the
viability and completeness of
the basis of design, the
incorporation of location
factors, and the selected
technology.

Figure 3: Due Diligence facilitates Risk Management 2.0 for capital projects, considering all the forces of
predictability and allowing capital investment decisions to be based on bankability

Capital Project Due Diligence brings the CapEx decision-maker the improvements in risk
management, forecasting and cash-flow optimization needed to meet stakeholder objectives for
project predictability.
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